
 

 

      FROM TRUCK DRIVERS INJURED AT WORK 

 

HELP CAN BE DANGEROUS 

Have you ever performed a task and someone volunteered to help?  If so, have you ever experienced 

the situation when that volunteer was more trouble than help?  Most, if not all, of us can answer yes to 

both questions.  It occurs everywhere in our lives – at work and at home.  Sometimes the individual who 

offers to help does not have the knowledge, skills or ability to help.  They have the desire to help, but 

not the knowledge, skills or ability to help.  Instead, their participation in the task makes it more 

difficult. 

There’s something else that can result from “help” and that is danger.  Not only can their assistance 

make the task more difficult, their assistance can also make the task more dangerous.  Such was the 

situation with Gary.  Review it and see if you, too, have not experienced the same challenge. 

Gary pulls both flats and vans, but more often the flats.  On this particular day he was dispatched with a 

van to a location that he rarely visited.  Immediately after arriving he checked in with the receiver for 

instructions about unloading his freight.  They asked if he needed any help.  Because most of Gary’s 

experience had been with flatbed freight he knew the necessity and assistance that cranes and forklifts 

offered.  So he said that a forklift would be handy.  Gary positioned his truck; exited his cab; and was in 

the process of opening his trailer doors when he tripped over the tines of the forklift that had pulled up 

to the back of his trailer.  Gary fell to the pavement and subsequently fractured his left wrist and tore his 

rotator cuff (painful shoulder injury). 

REAL LIFE LESSON 

The obvious lesson in this event was the fact that YES, help can be dangerous.  But what else can be 

learned from Gary’s pain?  Two things – assumptions and communications. 

Never assume that the “help” possesses the knowledge, skills and abilities to safety assist with the task.  

This is especially important when the help is operating a piece of equipment.  To overcome this 

potential issue, communicate with the “help” prior to the task to ensure that he/she understands 

exactly what is going to be done and how it is going to be done. 

Gary assumed the forklift operator was experienced with freight handling because Gary’s experience 

had primarily been with flatbed freight and those forklift operators.  In addition, Gary did not recognize 

the need to communicate with this forklift operator.  He learned two lessons at once! 


